An alternative model for heme biosynthesis in the malarial parasite.
The malarial parasite imports an infected host's red blood cell enzymes for heme biosynthesis during the intraerythrocytic stage. This is despite all the genes of the heme-biosynthetic pathway having been identified on the parasite genome. On the basis of predictions of parasite genome-coded enzyme localization, functionality of some of these enzymes and shuttling of intermediates between different parasite compartments, a hybrid model for parasite heme biosynthesis has been proposed. However, this model does not take into account the possible role of imported host enzymes in parasite heme biosynthesis. We propose an alternative model with an extrinsic heme-biosynthetic pathway in the parasite cytosol that uses imported host enzymes, and an intrinsic pathway confined to the organellar fractions that uses the parasite-genome-encoded enzymes.